
DEVELOPMENT 

While the headline writers focus on 
the re-establishinment of a forum 
for national negotiations, at 

regional and local level numerous initiatives 
are under way to promote meaningful par* 
ticipation and development in all aspects of 
our society. 

In a quiet and often clumsy manner, 
democracy is finding and defining itself 
through the committed efforts of people who 
seldom enjoy the limelight that falls on their 
national leaders* 

In most cases, these regional forums 
address issues of an economic and develop* 
mental nature, and some are also concerned 
with local and regional government restruc
turing. What is clear from the composition 
and objectives of these forums 
is that the legacy of apartheid 
planning has at least taught 
us harsh lessons about plan
ning initiatives. 

Perhaps the most impor
tant lesson is that unless there 
is a legitimate, representative 
and participative process, no 
outcome or product, no mat
ter how technically correct, 
will be acceptable. 

Many of the participants have accepted 
this principle very reluctantly, coerced by the 
need to acquire funding for development. 
However, it is hoped that this will eventually 
become the norm. 

It would seem that already there is grow
ing support for the idea that broader public 
and institutional participation in planning 
and decision-making should become 
entrenched in the way in which we conduct 
our (regional) political affairs. 

Besides allowing for a wide range of opin
ions to be heard, this process also ensures 
broader accountability from the political 
players in the interim and post interim 
periods. 

Although facilitators agree that it is some
times difficult to move from a participative 
process to the delivery of development 
action, these forums have some very impor
tant immediate 'deliverables'. 

One of these is the creation of a better cli
mate for co-operation between regional role 
players, based on more information, expo
sure and understanding of the Issues as they 
relate to the various interest groups. Besides 
serving as a clearing house for identifying 
immediate needs and resources, these 
forums can also design long-term regional 
development strategies. 

However, in order for the clearing house 
not to become a bottle neck, it is crucial that 
these processes also address the issue of 
capacity building. 
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It is not enough simply to have people on 
board - even though they cannot participate 
effectively because of a lack of skills and 
experience, or they are deliberately frustrat
ing the process because of fear or lack of 
understanding about the need for a new dis
pensation. 

If one takes a brief look at existing 
regional forums a very encouraging picture 
emerges. 

In the Cape Province at least three major 
regional initiatives are in progress. The 
Western Cape Economic and Development 
Forum seeks to reach consensus on strategies 
for economic development and on actions 

Forums build vision 
of democratic future 

In Natal a regional economic forum is in 
the process of being launched. A convening 
committee was set up by the Consultative 
Business Movement (CBM) to carry the ini
tiative forward. In addition good progress 
has been made with the Durban Functional 
region (DFR) in setting up the DFR 
Metropolitan Development Forum, 

The forum represents an attempt (jointly 
facilitated by Idasa and Operation 
Jumpstart) to ensure an inclusive process of 
development which is acceptable to the 
greater Durban community. 

In the Transvaal there are several regional 
development processes. In January 1993, the 
PWV Economic and Development Forum 
was launched after eight months of plenary 

sessions and steering and 
drafting committee meetings 
which formulated agreement 
on the need for a forum, 
its objectives, who should 
participate, a modus operandi 
and a broad work 

An encouraging picture is emerging from 
regional development forums 

which its members should take to achieve 
these within appropriate time frames. 

While the main focus is on the metropoli
tan area, the forum is also concerned with 
the development of the Western Cape hinter
land. There are several commissions within 
the forum, each dealing with issues such as 
job creation, economic growth and restruc
turing, urban development as well as rural 
and agricultural development. Idasa's 
Western Cape office plays a pivotal role in 
facilitating and managing this process. 

The Eastern Cape Regional Economic and 
Development Forum is set to address the 
economic growth and viability of that 
region, but focusing first on the Port 
Elizabeth, Uitenhage and Despatch areas 
before moving into the more rural districts. 

Its objectives and structure resemble those 
of the Western Cape forum with the added 
objectives to promote stability, fairness and 
justice for all in the workplace and to work 
with local communities in order to create a 
better quality of life and greater harmony, 
pride and stability in all communities. 

The Border/Kei Development Forum is 
just over a year old- The principle objective 
is to prepare an integrated development 
strategy for the Border/Kei region (provi
sionally defined as encompassing the Ciskei, 
Transkei, Border and north eastern Cape) 
focusing specifically on economic deve
lopment and the needs of deprived 
communities. 

pro
gramme. 

This programme comprises 
three elements: a rapid 
review programme focusing 
on key elements and looking 

at trends and consequences; a parallel spe
cific projects programme looking to address 
actionable policy or operational matters; and 
a longer term comprehensive policy review 
programme. This process has been facilitated 
by CBM which now serves as the interim 
secretariat for the forum's agreed plenary 
programme. 

In the Eastern Transvaal, ldasa is involved 
with the facilitation of two simultaneous 
processes. The Eastern Transvaal Political 
Discussion Forum is concerned with current 
political and constitutional issues such as 
demarcation, elections and future systems 
for regional and local government, while the 
Eastern Transvaal Development Forum 
focuses on the economic and development 
issues of the region, 

Idasa is also involved in setting up a 
Northern Transvaal Political Discussion 
Forum. Apart from the various national 
political parties, the political movements of 
Venda, Lebowa and Gazankulu are also par
ticipating in this process. 

In the Free State good progress has also 
been made in setting up an OFS Negotiating 
Forum, This process was the initiative of the 
OFS Municipal Association and the 
ANC/SANCO alliance in the southern and 
northern Free State who came together in a 
steering committee which ldasa was 
approached to chair. 
Kobus van Loggerenberg is a regional co-ordi* 

nator in Idasa's Bloemfontein office. 
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